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國立關西高中 100 學年度第一學期 綜高一年級英文 期末考試題     附卡 

命題範圍：三民 B1U7, 9, 10, 12 狄克生 U7-9, Live 12 月份  適用班級：綜高一全   命題教師：江正達  共 5 頁 

班級：__________________ 座號：__________________ 姓名：______________________ 

一、詞彙：（20%，每題 2 分） 

1. Craig took some medicine to _____ his headache. In an hour, he felt better. 

(A) invent   (B) prize    (C) soothe   (D) capture 

2. _____ tests show that this product is free from animal testing. 

(A) Pajamas   (B) Reception  (C) Tangerine  (D) Laboratory 

3. Is that Teddy Bear still _____? I really want to have one like yours. 

(A) horrified   (B) mechanical  (C) available   (D) innocent 

4. The writer’s books are on _____ right now; she is glad that her books are being shown to the 

public. 

(A) exhibition  (B) paradise   (C) service   (D) impression 

5. All of the students were _____ to attend the CPR course in case an emergency happened on 

campus. 

(A) polished   (B) requested   (C) assigned   (D) compared 

6. Alfred’s excuse for being late wasn’t _____, so the teacher asked him to stand against the 

wall as a punishment. 

(A) unexpected  (B) offensive   (C) memorized  (D) convincing 

7. Phil _____ eating out and having some fun outside, but his wife declined the invitation and 

said that she would rather stay home. 

(A) replaced   (B) gargled   (C) suggested   (D) damaged 

8. Ron does nothing but _____ and complain and that’s why I dislike him so much. 

(A) breathe   (B) criticize   (C) continue   (D) disappoint 

9. The beautiful beaches are the island’s main _____ to tourist. Many year, thousands of visitors 

come here to enjoy summer time. 

(A) attraction   (B) luggage   (C) discount   (D) ceiling 

10. Let me _____ you that it is about ten o’clock and you haven’t done any part of you 

homework. 

(A) remind   (B) produce   (C) upgrade   (D) extend 

 

二、綜合測驗：（40%，每題 2 分） 

【A】  Things often have more uses than you could ever imagine. Some common things around 

you can   (11)   incredible magic when you know how to use them.   (12)   that you are 

busy getting dressed for an important party but find that your shoes looked dirty.   (13)  , you 

don’t have any shoe polish on hand. Don’t worry. You can get a banana to   (14)   this 

situation.   (15)  , you are not going to get a pair of bright, shiny leather shoes   (16)   

eating a banana. Get the banana peel, rub the inside of it all over the shoes, and use a piece of dry 
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cloth to polish them. Then, you will discover that your shoes will shine   (17)   than ever 

before. The secret behind is the high level of tannin in the banana peel, a special chemical   (18)   

tan animal hides into leather. 

11. (A) pinch   (B) perform   (C) react    (D) grant 

12. (A) Ask    (B) Take    (C) Picture   (D) Charge 

13. (A) What’s worse  (B) From bad to worse (C) What’s more  (D) More often than not 

14. (A) make   (B) end    (C) save    (D) feel 

15. (A) Besides   (B) Therefore   (C) Meanwhile  (D) However 

16. (A) simply by  (B) only with   (C) just when   (D) merely before 

17. (A) brighter   (B) more brightly  (C) so bright   (D) as brightly 

18. (A) use to   (B) is used to   (C) using to   (D) used to 

 

【B】  It was said that the lonely Phantom lived underneath the huge Paris Opera. With a face 

that looked horrible and ugly, he wore a mask   (19)   and hid himself away from the world. 

However, under the mask   (20)   with a great love of music. Christine, a beautiful opera 

singer, often heard the magical voice of the Phantom at midnight but found   (21)  . She 

thought it must have been an angel singing to her.   (22)   in love with Christine, the Phantom 

left a message to managers of the opera house,   (22)   them to give Christine the leading role 

in an upcoming opera. The managers took the message as a joke,   (23)   caused some 

mysterious events and even a murder. They finally found out their mistake and let Christine   

(24)   the lead in the following opera. 

19. (A) for the time being (B) all the time   (C) once upon a time (D) from time to time 

20. (A) was a lonely soul (B) a long soul was (C) a soul was lonely (D) lonely was a soul 

21. (A) the voice did not come from where  (B) where the voice came 

(C) no where the voice came from   (D) where did the voice came from 

22. (A) Falling; threatened      (B) To fall; to threaten 

(C) Falling; threatening     (D) To fall; threatened 

23. (A) which   (B) that    (C) what    (D) who 

24. (A) playing   (B) to play   (C) played   (D) play 

 

【C】  The GM supporters claim that GM crops can be good to the environment.   (25)   

pest-resistant corn   (25)  . Farmers who grow this corn won’t have to spray their crops with 

pesticides, so fewer chemicals will end up in the soil.   (26)  , people can also   (27)   GM 

crops. It is reported that the world’s growing population needs to be fed. GM crops are important 

to   (28)   such a problem. They will become even more important   (29)   the current 

plants lose their struggle to grow in the changing climate. Rice that can   (30)   in the salty 

flood waters from rising sea levels may soon be a necessity. 

25. (A) Take; for example (B) Take; for granted (C) Put; into place  (D) Put; into practice 

26. (A) In addition  (B) On purpose  (C) Though   (D) Instead 
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27. (A) benefit   (B) benefit from  (C) carry    (D) carry out 

28. (A) tease    (B) solve   (C) answer   (D) follow 

29. (A) than    (B) like    (C) when   (D) as 

30. (A) be growing  (B) grow    (C) be grown   (D) be to grow 

 

三、文意選填：（10%，每題 1 分） 

A. who B. realized C. ashamed D. forever E. as long as 

AB. what AC. encouraged AD. terribly AE. fear BC. as 

     After God created Adam and Eve, they lived happily in the Garden of Eden. They were 

naked, but in their innocence they were not   (31)  . One day, a snake spoke to Eve and   (32)   

her to try the fruit from the Tree of Knowledge, which was forbidden to eat by God. “You will 

know the difference between right and wrong, just   (33)   God does,” the snake promised. 

Eve picked the fruit and ate some, and then she offered it to Adam,   (34)   also had a bite. 

Suddenly, they   (35)   that they were naked and made clothes for themselves from leaves. 

Then they heard the steps of God and felt   (36)  . God knew   (37)   Adam and Eve had 

done. To Eve, He said, “You will suffer   (38)   when you give birth.” Then God turned to 

Adam and said, “  (39)   you live, you will have to struggle to grow enough food.” Finally, 

God sent them out of the Garden of Eden and closed its gate to man   (40)  . 

 

四、片語：（10%，每題 1 分） 

     As a Chinese father, David felt he should be responsible for his son’s future. He thought if 

his son Kevin could   (41)   his schoolwork, he could get good grades, attend a good 

university, and have a better chance to go into a better occupation afterwards. 

     As a son, Kevin felt sorry for his father. He knew his father loved him very much, but he 

thought his father’s thinking was   (42)  . He should be able to   (43)   his own life. Kevin 

felt that it was ridiculous for his father to control his life. His father often asked him to stay away 

from girls,   (44)   seeing someone or dating with her. His father even   (45)   every phone 

call to him. Kevin couldn’t   (46)   why his father did so. He wanted to have his own way, 

doing something he really felt interested in, but his father always   (47)   what he was doing 

and called his names. Therefore, his father usually   (48)   when Kevin dared to talk back to 

him. Every now and then, quarrels took place and it   (49)   that a cold war broke out between 

father and son. In other words, they both   (50)   communication with each other. 

41. (A) shake hands with (B) make friends with (C) pay attention to (D) take pride in 

42. (A) out of date  (B) out of question (C) out of order  (D) out of the question 

43. (A) in charge of  (B) in favor of  (C) take place of  (D) take hold of 

44. (A) when it comes to (B) not to speak of (C) as follows  (D) up to 

45. (A) kept track of  (B) kept in touch with (C) set foot in  (D) set a goal on 

46. (A) put out   (B) make out   (C) figure out   (D) break out 

47. (A) traced back to  (B) got rid of   (C) took part in  (D) found fault with 
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48. (A) made good time (B) got into tempor (C) came to power (D) kept in touch 

49. (A) turned out  (B) turned around  (C) turned on   (D) turned over 

50. (A) looked into  (B) came from  (C) got through  (D) gave up 

 

五、閱讀測驗：（10%，每題 2 分） 

     In the United States, 30 percent of the grown-up population has a “weight” problem. To 

many people, the cause is clear: they eat too much. But experiments do little to support this idea. 

Going back to the America of 1910, we find that people were thinner than today, yet they ate 

more food. In those days people worked harder physically, walked more, used machines much 

less, and didn’t watch television. 

     Several modern studies, besides, have shown that fatter people do not eat more on average 

than thinner people. In fact, some research work, such as 1970 study of 3545 London Office 

workers, reports that fat people eat less than thinner people on the average. 

     Studies show that thin people are more active than fat people. A study by the research 

group of School of Medicine at Stanford University found the following interesting facts. The 

more a man ran, the greater body fat he lost. The more he ran, the greater he needed for food. 

Thus, those who ran the most, yet lost the greater amount of body fat. 

51. What kind of physical problem do many grown-up Americans have? 

(A) They are too thin.      (B) They work too hard 

(C) They lose too much body fat.   (D) They gain too much weight. 

52. Based on the information given in this article, suppose there are 500 Americans, about how 

man y of them will have a “weight” problem? 

(A) 30    (B) 50    (C) 150    (D) 200 

53. What have modern research reported to us? 

(A) Fat people eat less food and are less active. 

(B) Fat people eat more food and are more active. 

(C) Thin people eat more food but get greater amount of body fat. 

(D) Thin people run less, but eat more food. 

54. Which of the following is TRUE about fat people? 

(A) They lose more fat than thinner people. (B) They are more active than thinner people. 

(C) They do much more exercise.   (D) They eat less than thinner people. 

55. What is the purpose of this passage? 

(A) To present how serious a problem is. 

(B) To explain the real situation of a problem. 

(C) Th demonstrate how to conduct an experiment. 

(D) To show that experiments may lead to misunderstandings. 
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國立關西高中 100 學年度第一學期 綜高一年級英文 期末考非選試題卷 

 

六、文意字彙：（20%，每格 2 分） 

56. Liz had done her best, but her parents were still not satisfied. So, she felt very f   ed.  

57. The contestant walked onto the s   e and started his singing.  

58. This dish is not good for your health because it c   ns too much salt.  

59. People from different countries joined the i   l competition, trying hard to beat other 

contestants to win first place. 

60. After he tried many times, Rafael finally s   ded in winning Tina’s heart.  

61. Your paper leaves much room for i   t. You will have to write it again to make it better. 

62. Last night, a lion e   ed; no one knows how it got out of the zoo.  

63. From the experiment, we discovered the      (science) fact: water is heavier than oil. 

64.      (fortune), the girl’s parents died on a business trip.  

65. The boss met with a few      (represent) of the workers to talk about a pay raise.  
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六、文意字彙：２０％ 

56  57  58  59  

60  61  62  63  

64  65   

 

 


